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The adage of publish or perish has hit Asia with full force. In this presentation Professor Hallinger will share perspectives and strategies on publication in international refereed journals. He will briefly examine the changing context of higher education in East Asia in order to place HKIEd’s current publication requirements in a regional context. He will then share practical strategies that faculty can employ to create a sustainable foundation for long-term publication. The presentation is designed for the purpose of achieving sustainable research performance in one’s academic career.

Objectives of the seminar:
1. To discuss the role of publication in the changing context of higher education in East Asia
2. To share strategies that can assist in successful publication

Speaker
Professor Philip Hallinger
Joseph Lau Chair Professor of Leadership and Change

Professor Philip Hallinger is the Joseph Lau Chair Professor and Director of the Asia Pacific Centre for Leadership and Change. His understanding of the publication process comes from extensive experience both as an author and an editor. Over the past 30 years he has published 130 articles in international refereed journals, including 25 since coming to HKIEd three years ago. He has also edited 16 special issues of various education and management journals, and currently serves as a Co-Editor of the Journal of Educational Administration.